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Measure Synchronization (MS) is the generalization of synchrony to Hamiltonian Systems. Partial
measure synchronization (PMS) and complete measure synchronization in a system of three nonlinearly coupled one-dimensional oscillators have been investigated for different initial conditions on
the basis of numerical computation. The system is governed by the classical SU(2) Yang-Mills-Higgs
(YMH) Hamiltonian with three degrees of freedom. Various transitions in the quasiperiodic (QP)
region, namely, QP unsynchronized to PMS, PMS to PMS, and PMS to chaos are identified through
the average bare energies and interaction energies route maps as the coupling strength is varied. The
transition from quasiperiodicity to chaos is seen to be associated with a gradual transition to complete chaotic measure synchronization (CMS) which is followed by chaotic unsynchronized states,
the most stable state in this case. The analyses illustrate the dependence on initial conditions. The
explanation of the behavior in the QP regime is sought from the power spectral analysis. The existence of PMS is confirmed using the order parameter M (here Mαβ for different combination pairs
of oscillators), best suited to identify MS in coupled two-oscillator systems, and this definition is
extended to obtain a new order parameter, M3 , aiding to distinguish complete MS of three oscillators
from other forms of motion. The study of wavelet coefficient spectra sheds new light on the relative phase information of the oscillators in the QP PMS regions, also highlighting the intertwined
role played by the various frequency components and their amplitudes as they vary temporally.
Furthermore, this technique helps to draw a sharp distinction between CMS and chaotic unsynchronized states. Based on the Continuous Wavelet Transform coefficients of the three oscillators,
an order parameter Mwav is defined to indicate the extent of synchronization of the various scales
(frequencies) for different coupling strengths in the chaotic regime. Published by AIP Publishing.
https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5049800
Synchronization in coupled Hamiltonian systems was
thought to be improbable until 1999, when Hampton and
Zanette showed evidence of weak synchronization (not in
the traditional context) of a coupled non-dissipative system in phase space. Such an extension of the definition of
synchronization was termed as “measure synchronization”
(MS). It opened new routes of applications in controlling realistic non-dissipative or weakly dissipative systems
in classical and quantum mechanics, many of which are
modeled by Hamiltonian flows. Recently, a lot of attention has been given in understanding the dynamics of
two-oscillator Hamiltonian systems coupled in various
schemes. Similar to the three-body problem in mechanics, the coupled three-oscillator system exhibits richer
dynamics than its two-oscillator counterpart, showing the
presence of newer states and transitions. The task of
understanding their characteristics urges the need to have
alternative approaches to address the problem with an
unprecedented outlook, which also involves extending previous ideas and works on MS while maintaining their
inferences. Wavelet analysis, an exciting new technique
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with applications in signal processing, image processing,
pattern recognition, and other fields in mathematics,
physics, and engineering, emerges as a potential tool for
investigating MS in this regard. Based on this approach
and in an attempt to generalize the definition of previous
suitable order parameters, we venture to find new order
parameters to encompass the identification of all such
MS states and transitions. The relevance of the system
used for investigation lies in its applications in intragalactic astronomy and cosmology, the potential being a
local galactic potential used to describe motions in central
regions of galaxies. The study of MS in this system will
enable us to predict and understand the motion of celestial
bodies in such regions. The system also finds applications
in quantum mechanics and molecular modeling.

I. INTRODUCTION

A wide range of diverse, complex physical, chemical,
biological, and physiological systems can be modeled by a
network of coupled oscillators. The dynamics of a collection
of coupled oscillators has been studied over many decades and
has been successfully applied to modeling of molecular systems, neural networks, climate patterns, and communication
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technologies. The simplest case of coupling of two oscillators
exhibits a variety of behavior depending on the nature of the
coupling. Nonlinear coupling instead of a linear one increases
the complexity, leading to richer dynamics. An increase in
the dimension of the system further increases the complexity
manifold. Such higher dimensional systems can often be subdivided into smaller networks of oscillators coupled to each
other, and a study of these subsystems unveils various dynamical phenomena such as bifurcation, synchronization both
periodic and chaotic, spatial and temporal chaos, self-similar
structures, pattern formation, multistability, to name a few.
Another interesting behavior that may be observed in higher
dimensional systems is partial synchronization, wherein only
certain units of the system synchronize while the others do
not. It is especially significant in neural networks in biological systems, where some but not all of the neurons of the
network fire simultaneously result in the accomplishment of
some specific task.
Over the centuries, synchronization has been studied in
detail, owing to its immediate application in synchronization
of clocks. First studied by Huygens in 1673,1 the synchronization of pendulum clocks opened a vast area of research, as it
was soon realized that synchronization helps us to predict and
control the behavior of many natural and scientific processes.
Synchronization, in the original sense of the term, refers to
the asymptotic merging of two or more phase space trajectories into a single identical trajectory. Classically, it is defined
as the frequency and phase locking of periodic oscillators due
to weak interactions. However, this traditional definition of
synchronization holds for dissipative systems (DS) only, since
dissipation plays a key role in the contraction of their phase
space volumes. Volumes of work exist on synchronization
of periodic DS, which later on was extended to chaotic systems. Both complete and partial synchronization have been
examined in detail in higher dimensional DS.2–5 In contrast,
Hamiltonian systems (HS), being conservative, the contraction of their phase space volumes is forbidden by Liouville’s
theorem. Hence, HS were known not to synchronize as per
the classical definition. This restricts the applications of HS,
which are used to model most classical and quantum systems,
even weakly dissipative systems. However, in 1999, Hampton
and Zanette6 generalized the idea of synchrony to HS. They
observed a weak synchronization in coupled HS, wherein the
trajectories define “invariant identical measures” on the portion of the phase space they share. This “generic form of
collective behavior that can occur in coupled Hamiltonian
systems” was referred to as measure synchronization (MS).
In contrary to that seen in DS, the trajectories come arbitrarily close to each other but they never merge in the case
of MS.
MS can play a major role in understanding the collective dynamical behavior of many classical and quantum,
non-dissipative systems. MS can be significant in controlling realistic Hamiltonian systems, as shown by Wang et al.7
wherein if two coupled HS reach MS, any state of one subsystem can be approached by the other as the system evolves with
time. Being a relatively new concept, there is a paucity of theoretical, experimental, and phenomenological understanding
of MS. However, some major recent advancements have been
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made by various researchers all over the world in studying
the dynamics of some specific Hamiltonian systems.6–13 Analyzing the results of all such individual investigations collectively, one can identify the different measure synchronization
states possible, namely, quasiperiodic (QP) and chaotic MS,
and partial and complete MS. Such states were confirmed to
be present in coupled Duffing Hamiltonian system for N = 2
and 3 subsystems by Vincent8 from the phase portraits and
in the classical φ 4 model for N = 2, 3, and 4 subsystems by
Wang et al.9,10 using both the phase space and the average bare
energy approaches. Measure synchronization transitions were
also demonstrated using Poincaré sections in coupled Bosonic
Josephson Junction system by J. Tian et al.11 and in the heuristic model of Hampton and Zanette by J. Tian et al.11 and Li Bo
et al.12 The presence of chaotic unsynchronized states, along
with QP synchronized and unsynchronized states and chaotic
MS states, were confirmed using the average bare energy,
root-mean-square (RMS) and frequency approaches by Gupta
et al.13 in a two oscillator system, nonlinearly coupled through
the Pullen-Edmonds potential.14 They also proposed a suitable order parameter, M to identify both QP and chaotic MS
transitions for any two-oscillator system. The significance of
such an order parameter lies in identifying MS irrespective
of the nature of the system (QP or chaotic), and denoting the
extent to which the system can be controlled. However, this
order parameter approach13 needed to be extended to higherdimensional systems wherein new states such as partial and
complete MS can be observed.
In this paper, we go a step forward from the coupled
two-oscillator system in Ref. 13 to investigate a system of
three nonlinearly coupled one-dimensional oscillators with
a similar nature of coupling. The governing Hamiltonian of
this system is the classical SU(2) Yang-Mills-Higgs (YMH)
Hamiltonian with three degrees of freedom,15,16

H =

N
N
 γ 
1  2
q2 q2 ,
pi + βq2i +
2 i
2 i,j,i<j i j

(1)

where N = 3 and qi = x, y, z and pi = px , py , pz for i = 1, 2, 3,
respectively. The YMH system has often been associated
with classical chaos in field theories. The potential, representative of that of a 3D perturbed harmonic oscillator (the
coupling γ acting as the perturbation strength), is an example
of the Taylor expansion of a rational global galactic potential about a stable equilibrium point, chosen as the origin. It
has been extensively researched in studying the local motion
of celestial bodies in perturbed galaxies near the equilibrium
point.17,18 The strength of the perturbation determines whether
the motion, governed by Eq. (1), will be chaotic or quasiperiodic. Study and analysis of MS in this system will enable us
to understand various aspects of evolution of the dynamical
variables of the system. This, in turn, will help us predict the
overall motion of celestial bodies under such a potential in
both the quasiperiodic and chaotic regimes. The potential also
is a linear combination of the Pullen-Edmonds potential,14
used in the modeling of molecular systems, in the x − y,
y − z, and z − x planes. In addition to this, the potential finds
application in cosmology (chaotic inflation).
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Our aim is to investigate partial and complete MS in this
system of three nonlinearly coupled oscillators governed by
Eq. (1). We observe different kinds of transition in the average
bare and interaction energies of the oscillators as the coupling strength is varied, for the different initial conditions,
thus helping us identify the different measure synchronized
and unsynchronized states the system can exhibit. We outline the usefulness of the order parameter M described in
Ref. 13 in classifying the various PMS states among any two
oscillators and using this definition, seek to construct another
order parameter M3 to quantify complete MS. We examine the power spectra of the individual oscillators in the QP
regime for the different initial conditions, from which we try
to explain the transitions among the different PMS states on
varying the coupling. We also carry out a Continuous Wavelet
Transform (CWT) analysis of the time series of the oscillators
in both the quasiperiodic and the chaotic regions. On the basis
of the CWT analysis, we seek to identify the frequency components of the oscillators that play a major role in MS and
their extent of synchronization. This, in turn, will aid us in
distinctly distinguishing between chaotic unsynchronized and
complete MS states.

II. THE SYSTEM

Since our system of interest is conservative, the total
energy E is represented by the YMH Hamiltonian15,16 in
Eq. (1) and may be written as E = Ex + Ey + Ez + Exy +
Eyz + Exz where Ex,y,z are the bare energies of the individual
oscillators X , Y , and Z, and Exy,yz,xz are the interaction energies
of the corresponding pairs of oscillators.
1 2
1
(px + βx2 ); Ey = (p2y + βy2 );
2
2
1 2
(2)
Ez = (pz + βz2 ),
2
γ
γ
γ
(3)
Exy = x2 y2 ; Eyz = y2 z2 ; Exz = x2 z2 ,
2
2
2
From the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) we derive the following
canonical equations governing the motion of the oscillators:
Ex =

ẋ = px

p˙x = −βx − γ x(y2 + z2 ),

(4)

ẏ = py

p˙y = −βy − γ y(x2 + z2 ),

(5)

ż = pz

p˙z = −βz − γ z(x2 + y2 ).

(6)

TABLE I. Summary of the various states of the system and the transitions undergone as γ is varied, for different initial momenta.
Initial momenta
px (0)

py (0)

pz (0)

0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3

0.3
0.3
0.315
0.33

0.3
0.36
0.36
0.36

0.3

0.345

0.36

0.3

0.325

0.4

0.3

0.35

0.4

0.3

0.375

0.4

0.3

0.35

0.5

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.3
0.3

0.45
0.375

0.5
0.6

0.3

0.45

0.6

0.3

0.525

0.6

0.3

0.4

0.7

0.3

0.5

0.7

0.3

0.6

0.7

Observations made on varying γ from 0 to 40
All oscillators follow exactly identical QP trajectories for all γ ; no MS seen
X and Y follow identical QP trajectories; Z follows a different trajectory; no MS is seen
Initially oscillators are unsynchronized; X − Y PMS occurs from γ ≈ 4 and stays this way throughout
X − Z PMS observed up to γ ≈ 4, followed by a gradual transition to X − Y PMS which starts setting
in from γ ≈ 10, and stays this way throughout
After being unsynchronized initially for small γ , Y − Z PMS occurs from γ ≈ 5 and persists for the
entire range of γ
X − Y PMS gradually sets in on increasing γ and persists till γ ≈ 28, followed by a transition to chaotic
unsynchronized states
X − Z PMS up to γ ≈ 0.8, followed by a transition to X − Y PMS from γ ≈ 2.8 to γ ≈ 25.3; a small
region of complete chaotic MS seen in the range γ ≈ 25.4 to γ ≈ 28.2 on transition from QP to
chaotic regime; chaotic unsynchronized states occur beyond this region
Y − Z PMS gradually sets in and persists till γ ≈ 37.4 followed by a transition to chaotic
unsynchronized states
X − Y PMS up to γ ≈ 6.3 followed by complete MS till γ ≈ 12.2, after which chaotic
unsynchronization sets in
X − Z PMS is very transient and almost negligible; X − Y PMS occurs up to γ ≈ 8.5 with intersperses
of chaotic unsynchronized states in the range, 6.9  γ  8.5; complete chaotic MS is seen in the
range γ ≈ 9 to γ ≈ 13, after which it finally gives in to chaotic unsynchronization
Y − Z PMS persists upto γ ≈ 12.7 followed by a transition to chaotic unsynchronized states
X − Y PMS occurs till γ ≈ 0.4 followed by a gradual chaotic transition to complete MS. Complete MS
persists till γ ≈ 10.2; beyond this chaotic unsynchronized states are present
Only X − Y PMS is observed in the small QP regime till γ ≈ 0.6 followed by a gradual chaotic
transition to complete MS. Complete MS persists till γ ≈ 7.6 and finally gives in to chaotic
unsynchronized states
Y − Z PMS is seen to exist till γ ≈ 4.8 followed by a gradual transition to a region of complete MS
from γ ≈ 5.2 to γ ≈ 8.3, beyond which there are chaotic unsynchronized states
No PMS is seen; on raising γ there is a gradual transition from chaotic unsynchronization to complete
MS which occurs till γ ≈ 7. Thereafter chaotic unsynchronized states persist
A very small region of X − Y PMS persisting till γ ≈ 0.4, gradually gives in to complete MS up to
γ ≈ 6.6 and then to chaotic unsynchronized states for the remainder of the range
Y − Z PMS till γ ≈ 1.8 followed by a gradual transition to complete MS that persists till γ ≈ 6.2; this
is followed by chaotic unsynchronized states
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These may be written in the form of three coupled second
order differential equations, each representing one oscillator,
ẍ + βx + γ x(y2 + z2 ) = 0,

(7)

ÿ + βy + γ y(x2 + z2 ) = 0,

(8)

z̈ + βz + γ z(x2 + y2 ) = 0.

(9)

The dynamics of the system depend on the bare frequency β,
the coupling γ , and the initial values of the co-ordinates and
the momenta, all of which go on to determine the total energy
E which is a constant of motion. Throughout the analysis, β
is kept fixed at 1 and x(0) = y(0) = z(0) = 0 for all choices
of initial momenta. This ensures that E remains unchanged on
varying γ for a given choice of initial momenta.
III. MEASURE SYNCHRONIZATION

Measure synchronization in a system of three or more
coupled oscillators can either be partial or complete. When
the phase space volumes of any two of the three oscillators
overlap (i.e., they are in MS) while that of other does not,
then the state of the system is termed as partial measure synchronization (PMS). In our case, if X and Y are in MS and
Z is unsynchronized, we refer to the state as X − Y PMS
(and in a similar fashion extend the definition to Y − Z PMS
and X − Z PMS). When the phase space volumes of all three
oscillators overlap to a large extent, the system is said to be
in the complete MS state. A wide range of dynamics comprising all possible PMS states and complete MS is exhibited
by our system for various choices of the initial momenta and
coupling γ . A summary of all such observations is listed in
Table I.
When all initial momenta are the same, all three oscillators follow the same trajectory since the all the equations
of motion [Eqs. (4), (5), and (6)] have identical solutions.
When any two initial momenta are equal [say px (0) = py (0)],
then the corresponding oscillators (X and Y ) behave identically since their governing equations [Eqs. (4) and (5)] have
identical solutions. However, oscillators following identical

trajectories cannot be called measure synchronized since, as
mentioned earlier, in MS, the trajectories come arbitrarily
close to one another but never merge into a single identical
one. We kept the initial momenta at different values in each of
the various cases. The smallest of the initial momenta was the
same for all the cases analyzed, while the others were different
for the different cases.
We observe that PMS occurs only when the system is QP
while complete MS can only take place in the chaotic regime.
This observation was also seen by Vincent8 and Wang et al.9
in their respective systems. From our observations in Table I,
we note that when the separations between the consecutive
initial momenta (i.e., the initial separations between the phase
points of the neighboring oscillators) are unequal, quasiperiodic measure synchronization (QPMS) is exhibited only by
those two oscillators whose initial momenta have a smaller
separation between themselves. Hence, only one type of PMS
occurs in these cases, when |pz (0) − py (0)| and |pz (0) −
px (0)| are relatively small i.e., only Y − Z PMS is seen when
|pz (0) − py (0)| is sufficiently less than |py (0) − px (0)| and,
only X − Y PMS is seen when |pz (0) − py (0)| is sufficiently
more than |py (0) − px (0)|.
However, when |pz (0) − py (0)| ≈ |py (0) − px (0)|, a gradual transition from one kind of PMS to another occurs
on changing γ . Such a PMS to PMS transition has not
been observed previously. Hence, in Secs. IV and V, we
have mainly concentrated our analyses on the cases where
|pz (0) − py (0)| = |py (0) − px (0)|.
The time series and phase plots showing the various
dynamics exhibited by the system are shown in Figs. 1–3.
When γ = 0, the oscillators are uncoupled and they follow distinctly different trajectories in the phase space as
shown in Fig. 1. For |pz (0) − py (0)| = |py (0) − px (0)|, when
|pz (0) − py (0)| is small, the existence of X − Z PMS and
X − Y PMS is verified from the overlapping of the phase
space volumes of the corresponding oscillators as shown in
Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), respectively. The occurrence of complete
MS for a larger separation between initial momenta has been
confirmed, as shown in Fig. 3(c). Figure 3(d) shows the

FIG. 1. (a) Phase space plots of the oscillators X , Y , and Z when they are uncoupled (γ = 0) for the initial momenta px (0) = 0.3, py (0) = 0.35, and pz (0) = 0.4
and (b) their corresponding time series.
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FIG. 2. Time series of the oscillators X , Y , and Z showing the various types of collective dynamic behavior exhibited by the system: (a) X-Z PMS [px (0) =
0.3, py (0) = 0.35, pz (0) = 0.4, γ = 0.35]; (b) X-Y PMS [px (0) = 0.3, py (0) = 0.35, pz (0) = 0.4, γ = 12]; (c) Complete (chaotic) MS [px (0) = 0.3, py (0) =
0.45, pz (0) = 0.6, γ = 5.24]; (d) Chaotic unsynchronized [px (0) = 0.3, py (0) = 0.5, pz (0) = 0.7, γ = 6.8].

presence of chaotic unsynchronized state in the system. The
time series corresponding to these phase plots are shown in
Fig. 2. We also verified that if we exchange any two initial
momenta, then the behavior of the corresponding oscillators
also get interchanged. This may be attributed to the symmetric nature of the canonical equations [Eqs. (4)–(6)]. The
Largest Lyapunov Exponent λ of the system corresponding to
the orbits in Fig. 3 are shown in Table II, confirming the fact
that PMS occurs only in the QP regime, while complete MS
takes place when the motion is chaotic.
An interesting fact to note is that, in our system, the
transition from QP to chaotic regime is associated with an
MS transition from PMS to complete MS for equally spaced
initial momenta. This was also seen in the linearly coupled
system of Wang et al.9 However, on further increasing the
coupling, chaotic unsynchronized states are seen (where the
phase space trajectories do not overlap much), which has
not been reported previously for linearly coupled systems.8–10
It is intriguing that for higher coupling and greater separation between the initial momenta, the chaotic unsynchronized
states are seen to be the most stable states. This is in contrast
to the two-oscillator counterpart of this system investigated in

Gupta et al.,13 where the chaotic MS states are the most stable
ones.
A. Average bare energies and interaction energies

When two or more oscillators cover the same volume
of the phase space (i.e., they are measure synchronized),
they should have similar values of time-averaged quantities
involving their phase space variables. The variation of such
quantities with γ serves to provide a route map showing the
various states and transitions the system undergoes for a particular initial condition. One such quantity is the average bare
energy of an oscillator, defined as



1 T
Ex,y,z dt.
(10)
Ex,y,z =
T 0


We observe the variation of Ex,y,z with γ for the different
initial conditions as shown in Figs. 4(a)–4(f). They further
confirm the observations listed in Table I.
For equally separated initial momenta, the gradual transition from X − Z PMSto X − Y PMS is prominently visible
from the variation of Ex,y,z with γ [Figs. 4(b) and 4(c)]
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FIG. 3. Phase space diagrams of the oscillators X , Y , and Z corresponding to the time series shown in Figs. 2(a)–2(d).

when the separation between the initial momenta is relatively small. As X and Z synchronize for small values of γ ,
Ex  and
 E
 z  come very close and oscillate about each other
while Ey is largely separated from them. On increasing
  γ,
Ex  gradually separates from Ez , intertwines with Ey and
 
then, Ex  and Ey oscillate about each other within a very
small limit, thus showing the transition from X − Z PMS to
X − Y PMS. The oscillations of average bare energies of the
oscillators in MS in the QP regime are similar to those of the
two-oscillator counterpart of the system, examined in Ref. 13.

As the separation between the initial momenta is increased,
the length of the QP regime becomes smaller. In fact,
X − Z PMS vanishes for initial momenta satisfying |pz (0) −
py (0)| = |py (0) − px (0)|  0.1 as seen in Figs. 4(d)–4(f). The
region of X − Y PMS also becomes smaller. An interesting
observation is that in the case of PMS-PMS transition, the second PMS state is more stable against variation of γ , and once
the system moves into this state, it stays in it for the remainder
of the QP region. This is something which we will investigate
in detail in the upcoming sections. Also, in the QP regime,
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TABLE II. Largest Lyapunov Exponent (LLE) λ of the system for the
different dynamic behavior corresponding to the phase plots in Fig. 3.
Initial momenta and coupling
strength [p(0), py (0), pz (0), γ ]
(0.3, 0.35, 0.4, 0.35)
(0.3, 0.35, 0.4, 12)
(0.3, 0.45, 0.6, 5.24)
(0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 6.8)

Dynamic behavior

λ

X − Z PMS
X − Y PMS
Complete (chaotic) MS
Chaotic unsynchronized

0.0053
0.0054
0.4076
1.1547

there is a greater tendency of the system to stay in the PMS
state than in the QP unsynchronized state.
For higher separation between the initial momenta, as γ
is increased beyond the QP regime, chaotic motion sets in,
as evident from the spread in the distribution of average bare
energies. For 25.4  γ  28.2 in Fig. 4(c), 9  γ  13 in
Fig. 4(d), 0.8  γ  7.6 in Fig. 4(e), and 0.5  γ  6.6 in
Fig. 4(f), the overall spread in the average bare energies is relatively small, much smaller compared to that at other values
of γ where chaotic states are present. These are the regions of
complete MS. When γ is raised beyond the aforementioned


regions for the respective initial momenta, the values of Ex,y,z
are seen to show a much greater spread. These are the regions
of chaotic unsynchronized states. These states are seen to persist for all higher values of γ , turning out to be the most
stable state with respect to increase in γ . Chaotic unsynchronized states are also interspersedly present in the QP region
for small ranges of γ .
In Fig. 4(a), [px (0) = 0.3, py (0) = 0.345, pz (0) = 0.36],
we observe the occurrence
  of Y − Z PMS from the close
matching the values of Ey and Ez . X − Z PMS is absent
here, confirming our earlier observation that only Y − Z PMS
occurs when |pz (0) − py (0)| is relatively less than |py (0) −
px (0)|.
There is a tendency of X and Z to show MS for very small
γ in the case of every set of initial momenta, the extent of
which depends on the initial conditions. For small and equally
spaced initial momenta, X and Z go completely to MS as
|Ex  − Ez | is very small and phase space domains of X and
Z overlap over a significant range of γ thus showing X − Z
PMS. As the separation is increased for equally spaced initial
momenta, the length of the X − Z interaction region shortens
(as the length of the QP region shortens) and at a certain value,
the oscillations of Ex  and Ez  about each other are transient,
simply crossing each other at a very small value of γ and then
moving away as shown in the zoomed in portions of Figs. 4(d)
and 4(e). Similar transient oscillations between Ex  and Ez 
happen when the separation between the initial momenta are
unequal, but in this case too, Ex  and Ez  do not approach
close enough to exhibit MS. Hence in these cases, only one
type of PMS (X − Y or Y − Z) takes place.
The average interaction energy of a pair of oscillators is
given by



1 T
Exy,yz,zx dt,
(11)
Exy,yz,xz =
T 0
where Exy , Eyz , and Exz are as defined in Eq. 3. The variation of the average interaction energy of the oscillators with γ
for the cases exhibiting a PMS to PMS transition and a PMS

to complete chaotic MS transition are shown in Figs. 4(g)
and 4(h), respectively. In the PMS region [Fig. 4(g)], when
two oscillators are in MS (say X and Y ), then each of their
interactions with the third oscillator (Z in this case) should
be alike. This is exactly what we observe from the interaction energy curves. The behavior and values of X − Z and
and Eyz ) are similar while the
Y − Z interaction terms (E
 xz
X − Y interaction term ( Exy ) is aloof from the others when
X and Y are in MS. The occurrence of complete MS in the
chaotic region
is indicated
by the relatively small spread of


Exz , Eyz , and Exy (since interactions between all pairs of
oscillators should be similar) in Fig. 4(h) just after the PMS
region. The larger spread following this portion indicates the
chaotic unsynchronized states.

IV. PMS TO PMS TRANSITION
A. Frequency analysis

In Sec. III, we noted that when |pz (0) − py (0)| =
|py (0) − px (0)|  0.1, oscillator Y has a greater tendency to
synchronize with X than with Z with increase in γ . In fact,
Y and Z do not come into MS at all. In order to understand
why this happens, we looked at behavior of the dominant
frequency components of the oscillations for different values of coupling for the various cases. For the first set of
initial momenta [px (0) = 0.3, py (0) = 0.33, pz (0) = 0.36] we
obtained the various frequency components present in the
time series of the oscillators and their respective amplitudes,
for the different values of γ using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm. We observe that the most dominant
frequency component of the three oscillators have similar frequency [Figs. 5(a)–5(c)] and amplitude [Fig. 5(d)] for every
value of γ . The second most dominant component of the three
oscillators also has matching frequencies, if present, for the
particular value of coupling. This frequency component is
present for oscillators X and Z for the entire range of γ , but
appears prominently for Y only after a certain γ (≈7, in this
case). What is intriguing is that X − Z PMS occurs only in
the portion where this frequency component is absent in Y .
By comparing with the energy variation for the same set of
initial conditions [Fig. 6(a)], we note that the point of appearance of this frequency component of Y lies in the transition
region marked by the disappearance of X − Z PMS and the
gradual setting in of X − Y PMS.
One can ask, since the second most dominant frequency
also has the same value for all three oscillators, why is the
X − Y PMS more favorable than the X − Z or Y − Z PMS?
The answer seems to lie in the amplitudes of this second
most dominant frequency component of each of the three
oscillators. As mentioned earlier, the amplitudes of the most
dominant component of all three oscillators are nearly equal
for all values of γ [Fig. 5(d)] and hence does not play a role
in this decision making. But, in Fig. 5(e), we observe that the
amplitudes of the second most dominant frequency component of Y and Z differ widely (hence no Y − Z PMS), the
amplitude of that of Y being smaller than that of Z, from
the point of appearance of this frequency component in Y . As
stated in Ref. 13, for two oscillators to measure synchronize,
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FIG. 4. Variation of average bare energies with γ for (a) px = 0.3, py = 0.345,
pz = 0.36; (b) px = 0.3, py = 0.33, pz = 0.36;
(c) px = 0.3, py = 0.35, pz = 0.4; (d) px = 0.3,
py = 0.4, pz = 0.5; (e) px = 0.3, py = 0.45,
pz = 0.6; and (f) px = 0.3, py = 0.5, pz = 0.7.
Variation of average interaction energies with
γ for (g) px = 0.3, py = 0.33, pz = 0.36; and
(h) px = 0.3, py = 0.45, pz = 0.6.

both frequency and amplitude matching must occur for these
two oscillators. For small γ , in the absence of this frequency
component of Y , X − Z PMS occurs, the amplitudes of this
component of the two matching closely. As soon as this frequency component of Y appears prominently (at γ ≈ 7), the
amplitude of the second most dominant frequency component
of X falls down to roughly match that of Y thereby resulting in X − Y PMS. Similar observations have been confirmed
for px (0) = 0.3, py (0) = 0.35, pz (0) = 0.4 [Figs. 5(f)–5(j) and
6(b)], where the second dominant frequency component of Y
begins to appear prominently from γ ≈ 1.5, hence causing
X − Z PMS to X − Y PMS transition.

For the unequally spaced initial momenta, px (0) =
0.3, py (0) = 0.345, pz (0) = 0.36 showing Y − Z PMS
[Fig. 4(a)], it was observed that the 2nd dominant frequency
component of Y has a much lower amplitude than that of
X or Z initially, and those of Y − Z eventually match as γ
is raised, such a combination being the most favorable one
owing to the closeness of initial momenta of Y and Z. We
infer from these observations that the amplitudes of second
dominant frequency components of the oscillators seem to
play an important role in the PMS transitions.
The selection of the oscillator with the lowest amplitude
of the second dominant frequency component for a more
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FIG. 5. [(a)–(c)] Variation of the two dominant frequency components of X , Y , and Z with γ , respectively, in the QP region; Variation of the amplitudes of (d)
the most dominant and (e) the 2nd most dominant frequency components, respectively, with γ for the initial momenta px = 0.3, py = 0.33, pz = 0.36. [(f)–(h)]
Variation of the two dominant frequency components in the QP region; Variation of the amplitudes of (i) the most dominant and (j) the 2nd most dominant
frequency components respectively with γ for the initial momenta px = 0.3, py = 0.35, pz = 0.4.

stable PMS may be interpreted as an attempt to enhance
the stability of the system by trying to keep the average
interaction energies in check as the coupling parameter is
increased. Since it is a Hamiltonian
 system,
 the total energy
E should be a constant of motion. Exy,yz,xz being proportional

to γ , has a tendency of increasing on increasing γ . The synchronization of the second dominant component of X with
that of Y lowers its amplitude and as a consequence the
amount
of energy associated with it. This checks the rise

in Exy,yz,xz with γ , which may be verified from Fig. 4(g)
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FIG. 6. Composite plots showing the variation of Ex,y,z , and the frequencies of the two most dominant components of oscillator Y (a) px = 0.3, py = 0.33,
pz = 0.36 and (b) px = 0.3, py = 0.35, pz = 0.4. Vertical lines indicate the point of appearance of the 2nd most dominant frequency component of Y which lies
in the transition region corresponding to the disappearance of X − Z PMS and the gradual setting in of X − Y PMS for both sets of initial momenta.

[for px (0) =
 0.3, py (0) = 0.33, pz (0) = 0.36], where the slopes
of Exy,yz,xz are much flatter during X − Y PMS than
that in

X − Z PMS, leading to almost constant
values
of
E
xy,yz,xz as


γ is increased. A similar variation of Exy,yz,xz with γ is seen
for the case, px (0) = 0.3, py (0) = 0.35, pz (0) = 0.4. Thus, the
PMS to PMS transition occurring here may be interpreted, to
an extent, as a means of stabilization in the QP regime.
B. Wavelet analysis

A wavelet is a waveform of effectively limited duration.
Mathematically, it is a square-integrable function having zero
mean (admissibility condition) and a non-zero but finite norm.
Just as a Fourier Transform of some function f (t) is obtained
by computing its inner product with some complex exponential, a Wavelet Transform can be computed by taking the inner
product of the function, f (t), with the scaled and shifted versions (daughter wavelets) of analyzing wavelet, ψ(t) (mother
wavelet). These daughter wavelets are defined as

t−b
1
,
ψa,b (t) = √ ψ
a
a
where a is the scale parameter (a > 0) and b is the time
translation parameter. Increasing or decreasing the value of
a implies stretching or compressing the wavelet, respectively.
When we have an experimental or numerical time series [say
f (t)], we find the similarity between the daughter wavelets,
ψa,b (t) and f (t) by computing the inner product between the

two, known as the Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT)
coefficients, at different scales and instances of time by continuously varying a and b. The magnitude of these CWT
coefficients, Cf [a, b; ψ(t)], is defined as


1
Cf (a, b; ψ(t)) = ψa,b (t)| f (t) = √
a



ψ̄



t−b
f (t)dt .
a
(12)

The greater the similarity between ψa,b (t) and the given portion of f (t), the higher will be the value of Cf at that value
of a and b. Since a wavelet is a waveform of finite duration, a
higher value of a (implying a more stretched wavelet) will correspond to a lower value of frequency and vice versa. While
in a Fourier Transform, the temporal information of frequency
components and their amplitudes is absent, a map of the magnitudes of the CWT coefficients as functions of a and b tells
us which frequency components are present in the signal and
their corresponding amplitudes at different instances of time.
The magnitude of the CWT coefficients also depends on the
analyzing wavelet ψ(t) used.
In our analyses, we used the real-valued Morlet wavelet
(Fig. 7) which comprises a cosine multiplied by a Gaussian
envelope.
The CWT coefficient spectra of the oscillators X , Y ,
and Z for the initial momenta px (0) = 0.3, py (0) = 0.33,
pz (0) = 0.36, and px (0) = 0.3, py (0) = 0.35, pz (0) = 0.4 are
shown in Fig. 8. The colors, as represented by the color scale,

FIG. 7. (a) The real-valued Morlet Wavelet and
(b) its scale-frequency relation for the sampling
frequency used.
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FIG. 8. Wavelet coefficient spectra of the three oscillators X, Y, and Z in the PMS region: for px (0) = 0.3, py (0) = 0.33, pz (0) = 0.36, (a) X − Z PMS at
γ = 1.75 and (b) X − Y PMS at γ = 23.8; for px (0) = 0.3, py (0) = 0.35, pz (0) = 0.4, (c) X − Z PMS at γ = 0.35, and (d) X − Y PMS at γ = 12.

represent the magnitude of the CWT coefficients, Ci , i =
x, y, z, of the time series of each oscillator. From the definition
of Ci in Eq. (12), we may say that Ci is indicative of the amplitude of a given frequency component at a given time. For the
initial momenta, px (0) = 0.3, py (0) = 0.33, pz (0) = 0.36, we
observe from the CWT spectra in Figs. 8(a) and 8(b) that
the periodic variation of amplitude of the oscillators in MS
[X and Z in Fig. 8(a) and X and Y in Fig. 8(b)] differ in phase
by π with respect to each other. This means that there is a
continuous exchange of energy that takes place between the
oscillators in QPMS. When γ is small (≈1.75), the X − Z
PMS is evident from the similar pattern of the CWT spectra of the respective oscillators, while that of Y is different
[Fig. 8(a)]. At such small γ , the energy exchange between X
and Z occurs at scales quite close to the dominant scale, as
seen from the alternately repeating structures in the wavelet
spectra with colors denoting a higher amplitude. For a higher
value of γ (≈23.8), X − Y PMS occurs, as seen from the similar structures of their respective CWT spectra in Fig. 8(b).

Here, the energy exchange between the respective oscillators
takes place at the same scales as before but occurs at a much
lower amplitude [see Fig. 8(b)]. The dominant scales seem
to have the same amplitude for all three oscillators, though
they now occur at lower values of a, i.e., at higher frequencies. Similar results were obtained for px (0) = 0.3, py (0) =
0.35, pz (0) = 0.4 [Figs. 8(c) and 8(d)].
Therefore, for all values of γ in the QP region, the
scales responsible for PMS lie in the range 45–55, wherein
the major energy exchange between the oscillators in MS
occurs. The second most dominant frequency component of
the oscillators responsible for PMS-PMS transitions, for the
given initial momenta, lying roughly between frequency values of 0.169 and 0.156 (as seen in Sec. IV A) [Figs. 5(a)–5(c)
and Figs. 5(f)–5(h)], correspond to the scales of 48 and 52,
respectively (as seen from the scale-frequency relation of the
Morlet wavelet for the given sampling frequency). These lie
in the range of scales responsible for energy exchange in
PMS. Hence, it is mainly the second most dominant frequency
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component that mediates the interaction (i.e., the exchange
of energy) between the oscillators in QPMS which validates
our previous assertion that they play an important role in
the PMS transitions. For small values of γ , the frequencies
of the two dominant components do not differ much (they
both have similar scale values, a). This is why the energy
exchange occurs at scales closer to the dominant scale. These
observations complement the frequency analysis results in
Sec. IV A.
C. Order parameter for PMS to PMS transitions

As seen earlier, PMS involves two oscillators only. Thus,
in order to identify the PMS to PMS transitions, an appropriate order parameter will be the M order parameter described
for the coupled two-oscillator system in Gupta et al.13 Here,
to identify two of the three oscillators involved in PMS, we
use the notation Mαβ , instead of M , where the indices α, β =
x, y, z represent the oscillators X , Y and Z, respectively.
N 
1  nαij − nβij 2
Mαβ = N
.
(13)
nαij + nβij
i,j cij i,j
As in Ref. 13, the phase plane is divided into N × N grids.
nαij and nβij denote the number of times the trajectories of
the oscillators α and β, respectively, pass through the grid
(i, j). If neither trajectory passes through the grid (i, j), i.e.,
nαij = nβij = 0, the normalization factor cij is 0 and the grid
(i, j) is not considered at all; otherwise cij = 1. Thus, if the trajectories in phase space do not overlap at all, Mαβ = 1. If they
overlap only slightly, 0 ≪ Mαβ < 1. In the case of MS, the
phase space trajectories overlap to a large extent and therefore
Mαβ has a value close to 0.
When the oscillators are uncoupled (γ = 0), Mαβ = 1
for any α and β as seen in Figs. 9(a) and 9(b). For the
initial momenta, px (0) = 0.3, py (0) = 0.33, pz (0) = 0.36, we
observe that initially, Mxz is small (0.1) till γ ≈ 4 [Fig. 9(a)].
In this portion, Mxy and Myz are considerably large. This indicates the regime of X − Z PMS, as may be confirmed from
the energy variation [Fig. 4(b)]. As γ is increased, Mxz rises
gradually while Mxy falls, indicating the gradual transition
from X − Z to X − Y PMS. Finally, when γ is close to 10,
Mxy approaches 0, while Mxz and Myz have finite values. This
marks the beginning of X − Y PMS. For the remainder of the
γ values, Mxy remains close to 0, implying the persistence of
X − Y PMS. The fact that Myz never approaches close to 0
shows that Y − Z PMS never occurs for equally spaced initial
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momenta. The similarity in the values of Mxz and Myz at larger
γ shows that the extent of overlap between the orbits of X
and Z and, Y and Z are same. Similar results were obtained
when px (0) = 0.3, py (0) = 0.35, pz (0) = 0.4 [Fig. 9(b)]. In
this case, from Fig. 9(b), we can infer, in a similar way, that
X − Z PMS persists till γ ≈ 0.8 while X − Y PMS begins
to take over from γ ≈ 2.5 and persists for the rest of the
QP regime. For unequally spaced initial momenta, such as
px (0) = 0.3, py (0) = 0.345, pz (0) = 0.36, Y − Z PMS occurs
as shown earlier Fig. 4(a), and hence Myz ≈ 0, while Mxy and
Mxz have higher values.
V. COMPLETE CHAOTIC MS AND CHAOTIC
UNSYNCHRONIZED STATES

The presence of both complete chaotic MS and chaotic
unsynchronized states were anticipated from the average bare
energies and interaction energies versus γ route maps. However, the distinction between
based on the

 these
 two states

spread of the values of Ex,y,z and Exy,yz,xz is not only incomprehensible but also not much informative about the underlying features of synchronization in the chaotic region. Hence,
we attempt to find other quantities of interest to address these
issues.
A. Order parameter M3

Extending the definition of Mαβ for a pair of oscillators,
we define an order parameter M3 to identify and distinguish between (chaotic) complete MS of three oscillators and
chaotic unsynchronized states.
⎤
⎡
N
1 ⎣  1 2 ⎦
,
(14)
n
M3 = N
2 α,β
i,j cij i,j
α,β,α=β


n −nβij
where nα,β = nαij
and α, β = x, y, z represent the three
+n
αij
βij
oscillators X , Y , and Z, respectively. The quantities nαij and
nβij are as defined previously. The factor of 12 within the
second summation prevents over-counting of the summands
(∵n2α,β = n2β,α ). The normalization factor, cij ensures that 0 ≤
M3 ≤ 1 as follows
→ cij = 0 only when nxij = nyij = nzij = 0, i.e., the corresponding grid (i, j) is not considered at all;
→ otherwise cij = 2. This is because when the trajectories do
not overlap at all, only one of nxij , nyij or nzij is non-zero for
a given grid (i, j), resulting in any two of n2x,y , n2y,z , and n2x,z

FIG. 9. Identification of regions of PMS
using Mαβ for (a) px (0) = 0.3, py (0) = 0.33,
pz (0) = 0.36 and (b) px (0) = 0.3, py (0) = 0.35,
pz (0) = 0.4.
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FIG. 10. Identification of region of complete MS using M3 for (a) px (0) = 0.3, py (0) = 0.45, pz (0) = 0.6 and (b) px (0) = 0.3, py (0) = 0.5, pz (0) = 0.7.

to be one. This gives the value of the square bracketed term
to be 2. Hence cij = 2 ensures M3 = 1.
During complete MS, when the trajectories of all three oscillators overlap, then nxij ≈ nyij ≈ nzij theoretically. Therefore,
M3 ≈ 0 is the condition for complete MS. However, when the
oscillators are unsynchronized, any two or all of the nαij ’s will
be unequal and so M3 will have a larger finite value < 1, as
seen from Eq. (14). In general, the value of M3 tells us the
extent of overlap of the phase space trajectories of the three
oscillators.
The variation of M3 with γ has been shown in Figs. 10(a)
and 10(b). In both these figures, M3 = 1 when γ = 0
(i.e., when the oscillators are uncoupled). For the initial
momenta px (0) = 0.3, py (0) = 0.45, pz (0) = 0.6 [Fig. 10(a)],
we observe that M3 drops almost to 0 at γ ≈ 0.8. As γ is
raised, the initial large fluctuations slowly die down indicating a gradual transition to the region of complete (chaotic) MS
(2.5  γ  7.6,), where M3 remains quite small (with only
minute fluctuations). Beyond this portion (γ  7.6), the values of M3 are significantly greater than 0, thereby highlighting
the presence of chaotic unsynchronized states. The presence
of the fluctuations in the complete MS region is due to the

lack of definite phase locking in the chaotic region and therefore synchronization in the chaotic regime is not as strong as
in the QP region. We observe a similar variation of M3 with γ
for the initial momenta px (0) = 0.3, py (0) = 0.5, pz (0) = 0.7
[Fig. 10(b)]. Here too, M3 approaches 0 at γ ≈ 0.5 and there
is a gradual transition to complete MS region (1.5  γ  6.6),
where M3 stays very close to 0. Beyond this range chaotic
unsynchronized states exist, indicated by the relatively bigger
values of M3 .
Thus, we see that M3 serves as a useful order parameter to distinguish between complete (chaotic) MS and chaotic
unsynchronized states. However, the drawback of M3 is that it
does not give us any information about the underlying dynamics of the oscillators during complete chaotic MS. Hence, we
resort to other methods to define a more robust order parameter that not only performs the task done by M3 but also
provides further insight into the chaotic region.
B. Wavelet-based order parameter Mwav

In the chaotic region, the oscillators have a wide range
of frequency components whose amplitudes vary randomly
with time. We see from the wavelet coefficient spectra of

FIG. 11. Wavelet spectra of the oscillators in (a) complete (chaotic) MS (px (0) = 0.3, py (0) = 0.45, pz (0) = 0.6, γ = 5.24) and (b) chaotic unsynchronized state
[px (0) = 0.3, py (0) = 0.5, pz (0) = 0.7, γ = 6.8]; the prominent scales are much less persistent in chaotic unsynchronized state than in complete MS.
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the oscillators in the complete (chaotic) MS regime [see
Fig. 11(a)], that majority of those prominent frequency components which persist throughout the length of the time series,
occur within the range of scales 23  a  48. This corresponds to a frequency range of 0.353–0.169, where we have
used the Morlet wavelet for the analysis [see Figs. 7(a)
and 7(b)]. In the chaotic unsynchronized region, these prominent frequency components do not persist as much [see
Fig. 11(b)]. From the CWT spectra, we look for scales (frequency components) which synchronize (matching of amplitudes), their degree of synchronization, and their variation
with time. For this, we define an order parameter Mwav based
on the CWT coefficients of the oscillators

Cy − Cz
1 Cx − Cy
Cx − Cz
Mwav (a, b) =
,
+
+
3 Cx + Cy
Cy + Cz
Cx + Cz
(15)
where Cx , Cy , and Cz are the magnitudes of the CWT coefficients, for a given scale, of the oscillators X , Y , and Z, respectively, at a particular time. Hence Mwav itself is a function of
the scale parameter a and the time translation parameter b.
The factor of 31 ensures that 0 ≤ Mwav < 1. The value of Mwav
tells us the extent to which a given scale synchronizes (i.e.,
has similar amplitude for all 3 oscillators) at a given instant of
time. We know that the matching of the prominent frequency
components and their amplitudes, for all oscillators, is essential for complete MS. We also know that the magnitude of the
CWT coefficients are proportional to the amplitudes of the
respective time series. Therefore, for complete MS at a given
instant of time, Cx ≈ Cy ≈ Cz for the majority of the prominent scales at that particular instant. This results in Mwav ≈ 0
for the prominent scales, throughout the length of time series.
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In fact, lower the value of Mwav , the better the synchronization
of the corresponding scales at that time instance.
Color plots showing Mwav as a function of scales and time
for different initial momenta and γ are shown in Fig. 12. In the
middle of the complete MS region (γ = 5.24), for the initial
momenta px (0) = 0.3, py (0) = 0.45, pz (0) = 0.6, [Fig. 12(a)],
we observe that most of the prominent scales (23  a  48)
have small values of Mwav for the entire time series, i.e.,
they are in sync. The other higher scales play negligible role
in influencing the motion of the oscillators because of their
smaller amplitudes. During the transition from complete MS
to chaotic unsynchronized states (γ = 7.46) [Fig. 12(b)], the
prominent scales slowly go out of sync with time and toward
the end of the time series the ones  40 have quite large values of Mwav . Finally, in the chaotic unsynchronized region
(γ = 7.98) [Fig. 12(c)], the prominent scales, which earlier
synchronized during complete MS, now have larger values of
Mwav for greater duration of time, implying an overall unsynchronized behavior. Similar pattern of variation was observed
for the initial momenta, px (0) = 0.3, py (0) = 0.5, pz (0) = 0.7
[Figs. 12(d)–12(f)]. In the region of complete MS [Fig. 12(d),
γ = 1.8], the degree of MS is lesser than that in the previous
case [compare the dense blue region of Fig. 12(a) with the
overall lighter shades of the same scales in Fig. 12(d)]. The
transition from complete MS [Fig. 12(e), γ = 6.4] to chaotic
unsynchronized states [Fig. 12(f), γ = 6.8) is distinctly visible from the change in the Mwav color values of the prominent
scales from blue (lower Mwav value before the transition) to
green (higher Mwav value after the transition) color shades.
A graph similar to that of M3 versus γ can be obtained
by calculating the probability of synchronization [defined as
P(Mwav  0.1)] over the entire time series for all scales and

FIG. 12. Color map showing Mwav (value indicated by colors) of a scale at a given time: [(a)–(c)] px (0) = 0.3, py (0) = 0.45, pz (0) = 0.6 at γ =5.24, 7.46, and
7.98, respectively; [(d)–(f)] px (0) = 0.3, py (0) = 0.45, pz (0) = 0.6 at γ =1.8, 6.4, and 6.8, respectively; the gradual change in the density of deep blue color at
the prominent scales on increasing γ shows the transition to chaotic unsynchronized states.
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FIG. 13. Color map showing the variation of probability of synchronization [P(Mwav  0.1)] (represented by colors) with γ for different scales for (a) px (0) =
0.3, py (0) = 0.45, pz (0) = 0.6, and (b) px (0) = 0.3, py (0) = 0.5, pz (0) = 0.7; shows the extent to which the various scales synchronize as γ is varied.

plotting its variation with γ . Figure 13 displays the scale vs.
γ plots with colors denoting the values of P(Mwav  0.1)
for the corresponding scale and γ . The higher the value of
P(Mwav  0.1), the greater is the extent of synchronization at
that particular scale for the corresponding value of γ . Thus,
we can easily distinguish between regions of complete MS
[greater value of P(Mwav  0.1)] and chaotic unsynchronized
states [smaller value of P(Mwav  0.1)] from the colors of
the prominent scales. The majority of the prominent scales in
Fig. 13(a) [px (0) = 0.3, py (0) = 0.45, pz (0) = 0.6] constitute
the bright-colored band in the range 0.6  γ  7.8 denoting
the high contribution of these scales to synchronization. This
region roughly coincides with the region of complete MS in
Fig. 10(a). The absence of bright colors beyond this region
denotes the presence of unsynchronized states. Similarly,
for the initial momenta, px (0) = 0.3, py (0) = 0.5, pz (0) = 0.7,
the region with the bright-colored band [Fig. (13(b)] closely
matches with the region of complete MS seen in Fig. 10(b).
Therefore, Mwav is not only a suitable alternative to M3 ,
but it also overcomes its drawbacks by providing a deeper
insight into the dynamics of the oscillators. It gives a better
visualization and a clearer distinction between the regions of
the aforementioned states. This approach gives an extra edge
to our knowledge of MS by providing detailed information of
the scales significant for synchronization and how it changes
over time, thereby enabling us to explain the transitions in the
chaotic regions.
VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we discovered the existence of different
kinds of PMS, complete MS, and chaotic unsynchronized
states in our system of three nonlinearly coupled Hamiltonian
oscillators, and their dependence on the coupling γ and the
initial conditions. The average bare energies versus γ route
maps were constructed to roughly identify the various transitions and the regions of the different states. An important
finding is that PMS occurs in the QP region only while complete MS is seen only in the chaotic region. The transition
from QP to chaos was seen to be associated with an MS
transition to complete MS, as also shown by Wang et al.9
A new kind of transition, PMS to PMS, not mentioned in
earlier works, was observed for the coupling scheme used
in this investigation. They were seen to occur only when
the initial momenta were relatively small and equi-spaced.
Another interesting observation was that for small separation

in initial momenta, QPMS states were seen to be most stable
with respect to change in γ while for relatively large separation in initial momenta, chaotic unsynchronized states turned
out to be the most stable states w.r.t. change in γ , and prevailed for large coupling. The frequency analysis in the QP
region unveiled the role played by the second most dominant frequency component in PMS transitions. The M order
parameter (here Mαβ ), defined for the two-oscillator counterpart in Gupta et al.,13 was successfully tested for identifying
PMS transitions and the definition was generalised (M3 ) to
roughly identify transitions to and from complete MS.
Continuous Wavelet Transform analysis proved crucial in
the study of measure synchronization. The highlight of the
approach was that it incorporated all the essential features of
all the previous approaches such as average bare energies,
average interaction energies, frequency, and phase besides
emerging as an indispensable tool in distinctly identifying and
classifying different kinds of MS, clearly demarcating chaotic
synchronized states from unsynchronized ones. In addition,
it revealed the comprehensive dynamics of each oscillator
involved in the phenomenon.
The presence of QP PMS, complete chaotic MS, and
chaotic unsynchronized states have also been confirmed in
the N = 4 counterpart of the system, as also seen by Wang et
al.9 in the BBH model of heat conduction, though the investigation has been limited to N = 3 in this paper. MS, being a
recently discovered phenomenon, lacks understanding based
on analytical and experimental grounds. The phenomenon of
Partial MS needs further investigation using methods such as
Poincaré sections, correlation dimension, and recurrence analysis to attain a deeper knowledge of the working of biological
networks. The potential of wavelet analysis in analyzing raw
experimental data needs to be fully exploited to get a complete
insight into MS.
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